
Greeting Governor Oti~ Bowen on 

~tied ~~m cPH s_ 14't/ 2..3] 
behalf of the educational L No dct~ e] 

institutio~s of Indiana is like introducing Papa Halas to the Chicago 

Bears. Doc Bowen's whole educational experience is centered on 

Indiana and its educational institutions. 

Doc Bowen received his initial degree in Chemistry from 

Indiana University in 1939. His medical degree from Indiana came 

later in 1942, followed by military service. 

Educational recognition is measured in honorary degrees. I 

have the world's record in this regard, but I think Doc Bowen has 

the record for honorary degrees from Indiana institutions of higher 

learning. Doc has 16 honorarJ doctorates from Indiana institutions, 

including Notre Dame. 

Doc Bowen interned at Memorial Hospital in South Bend during 

-1942-43. His practice of family medicine in Bremen, Indiana, is 

the core of his life, 1946-72, although he served in multitudinous 

roles in the Indiana Legislature during this period, and Governor 

of our State as well. 

He returned to his Al.ma Mater on the faculty as Professor .. 

of Family Medicine since 1976. From here, he became the chief 

medical officer of the United States, a task for which I was happy 

to recommend him most highly. 

In the interim years, he served Vincennes University, 

honorary director of the Center for Public Service at Anderson 

College, and Trustee for Ancilla and Valparaiso University. 

What more can one say. He is one of our own. We claim 

him. We love him. We loan him temporarily to the whole country 
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for a few years. role and make bly in that e super He will serv h ne 

d he will be o thank Go ' But then, Us very proud. all of 

been he has ever ·n as ·n Indiana aga1 ' 

i . the Indiana ·We in 

11 his life. for a 

1 community educationa Welcome back Doc. Y 

We can sa • u than Proud of yo are more I leave 1 •t at that. 

God bless you. 

H any Priority i.s;,, fact Ills tnre Number One, ;t seems to 
... u.;.,, -·to the root "'USes of excess Uifant-., . 
by heJJ>hig rebuild· solid families. /lo.,/ By "stimulating par. 
ents, ""'1nlun;ty leaden, '-ecs and -.,.. to 
"change attitudes•; by """"1g r>eopJe to "thWc about mor.i1-
;ty"; by "n!dueing the-· .. aH - ...... violenc. 
and "°""""'phy; and by "emJlbas;,;,,g the ..._l>ility of 
the l'OUDg," ~. JOung -. to "thWc beiorebaod H 
they can't take care of a laniily; rather than tlUnking "that ) having a baby at 14 is great." 

Ile know. tills i.s "a tall order.• He knows ;t """1,.. attacking poverty, too. 

But he - domg somet!Ung •bout the J>robJem of too 
I -Y weak, ~t babies w;th _P_for life or 

""""11 ~t as a real;sticaJJy ._,.,,,.. start "I'd lil. 
to ba,. aa "'-1 mi that bi the time that I'm here,• he says, 

.. 
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